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JESUS says to the robber on His right, Luke 23,43: Amen, I say to you,
this day you shall be with me in paradise! He, however, was a robber indeed. But due to his repentance and his faith in CHRIST, he obtained forgiveness through the Blood of CHRIST.
Whoever believes in these words of JESUS will never believe in a rebirth
into another body nor will he sympathize with this theory because the words
of JESUS have everlasting value, which I cannot say of all these scribblers.
How many false doctrines are offered all around in order to turn people
away from the sole aim, that is to believe in the true GOD, in His words
in the Bible, in His teaching addressed to us men. I ask: who, indeed, of
these scribblers would give his life for men in order to save them? CHRIST
has done so for us men.  JESUS CHRIST need not have come to redeem
us if man were able to do so himself.

Be blessed by GOD TRINITY,
the 9 FATHER and the 9 SON
and the 9 HOLY GHOST. Amen!

Sacred Scripture, the Guarantor
Debunking Rebirth
Today when so much confusion, false lights, heresies, chaos, wars, etc.
dominate the world, I need a special compass, something according
to which I can organize my life. Since people are mortal and so unsteady,
I let myself be guided by Him who has created everything: by GOD,
the eternally Faithful, the eternally True One, by His teaching which
was recorded by the Apostles. People who live with this help and this
faith are never fanatics. They are quite normal persons, but they are
able to be happy in their inmost being in every situation, even in the
greatest pain and suffering as if they had two hearts: one that is happy
and one that feels pain. The world cannot grasp this happiness in
suffering.

Sacred Scripture, the Guarantor
In order to be able to entirely follow GODs orders, GOD gave us
Sacred Scripture. She is the infallible and most comprehensive work
which we possess, a doctrine. Everything can and must be examined
and judged according to her. No Pope, no bishop, nor anyone else is
able and allowed to misrepresent Sacred Scripture or prove her wrong.
However, every Pope, bishop, theologian etc. can be proven wrong by
Sacred Scripture if he teaches false things. Let it therefore be said:
Sacred Scripture is the guarantor by which every man is to examine
himself and according to which he will once be judged!
Sacred Scripture, however, has great gaps. Much was once not taken
down or was removed by the Church, seemingly uncertain or dubious
matters and such as question the authenticity of what was written. Then
again, other things were lost for a while, and much was garbled by
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translations in keeping with the times and in compliance with the ecclesiastical sense of worship. Two examples: Gen 1,28:  replenish the earth,
subdue it and have dominion over ..., a mistranslation of the Bible with
serious consequences; it should say correctly:  replenish the earth and
rule it wisely! The translation of the 5th Commandment is, Ex. 20,13: You
shall not kill!, but correctly it is: You shall not murder! Nevertheless, to
Sacred Scripture applies what st Paul the Apostle taught as he wrote to
Timothy, 2 Tim. 3,16: All scripture, inspired of God, is profitable to teach,
to reprove, to correct, to instruct in justice  The SAVIOUR Himself says,
Matt. 5,18f: Truly I tell you, until heaven and earth disappear, not the
smallest letter, not the least stroke of a pen, will by any means disappear
from the Law until everything is accomplished. (However, much has already been done by CHRIST here on earth, and has consequently lost its
validity, e.g. the burnt offering of animals to GOD, etc. Yet only a preacher authorized by GOD or the Church can speak about that in the HOLY
SPIRIT.) Anyone who sets aside one of the least of these commandments
and teaches others accordingly will be called least in the kingdom of heaven, but whoever practises and teaches these commandments (according
to Scripture) will be called great in the kingdom of heaven.
Every man must inevitably die and will then stand before his Creator. In
which case will I fare better, standing before GODs judgement seat, when
I can say: LORD, I have believed in Your words written down in the Gospels and letters by the Apostles, and I have tried to lead my life, worthy of
them. or: LORD, I have believed in the books written by Küng, Drewermann and what they all are called.?

Debunking Rebirth (Reincarnation)
Sacred Scripture testifies that CHRIST has risen. It testifies that JESUS CHRIST
on the Cross affirmed to the robber: This day you shall be with Me in paradise, thus brushing aside the much-debated subject of rebirth. There are
people who say that the first Christians believed in rebirth until approximately Constantine. That is a great error because the first Christians meant
by rebirth something quite different and much higher, the spiritual sense.
They saw in baptism the spiritual rebirth to be a new human being in
CHRIST. Through baptism they were born again to adoption by GOD, to
eternal life.

Excerpt from The Poem of the Man-God by Maria Valtorta, Volume
IV, Chapter 522:
Souls, when they end their stay on earth, do not come back to it again
in any body. Not in the body of an animal, as it would not befit such a supernatural being to dwell in a brute. Not in the body of a man, because
how could the body be rewarded when it is reunited to the soul at the Last
Judgement, if that soul had been clothed with many bodies? Those who
believe in that theory say that it is the last body that will enjoy the reward
because the soul through successive purifications, in successive lives, reaches
the perfection deserving a reward only in the last reincarnation. An error
and an offence! Error and offence against GOD, as it admits that GOD
was able to create only a limited number of souls. Error and offence against
man, as it considers him so corrupt that he deserves a reward only with
great difficulty. (What a cheap and easy way of life and thinking because
one does not have to change ones life nor mend ones way, just as one
pleases.) The reward may not be granted at once, ninety-nine times in a
hundred a purification will be required in the life to come. But purification
is a preparation to joy. So he who is being purified is already saved. And
once he is saved he will rejoice, after Doomsday, with his body. He will
have only one body for his soul, as he had one life here, and with the body
that his parents made for him, and with the soul that the Creator created
for him to give life to his body, he will take delight in the reward.
It is not possible to be reincarnated, as it is not possible to go back in time.
But it is possible to be re-created through ones free will, and GOD blesses
and assists such will.
And then a man, who was sinful, vicious, filthy,
delinquent, thieving, corrupt, corrupting, murderous, impious, adulterous,
can revive spiritually through the purification of repentance, destroy the
corrupt kernel of the old man, dispel the mental ego which is even more
corrupt, as if the will to be redeemed were an acid that attacks and destroys the unwholesome case concealing a treasure, and after laying bare
his spirit, purifying it and restoring it to health, he clothes it with a new
mentality, with a new, pure, good, juvenile garment. Oh! a garment that
can go close to GOD, that can worthily cover the re-created soul, protect
and assist it until its absolute, supernatural creation, that is its complete
holiness, that in future  perhaps a remote future if measured with human
mind and means, but very close if contemplated with the thought of eternity  will be glorious in the Kingdom of GOD.

